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ABSTRACT

Richard Danielpour’s (b.1956) song cycle Spirits in the Well (1998) uses four poems
penned by Toni Morrison (1931-2019), specifically for Danielpour’s musical setting. Spirits in
the Well remains virtually unknown to the general public and artists, as it has never been
professionally recorded, despite having been frequently performed by famed soprano Jessye
Norman (1945-2019). This document introduces singers to Spirits in the Well by offering a
performance guide to the song cycle; it presents information on the text, musical style, structure,
form, technical vocal challenges, and dramatic demands that this work places on a singer. Brief
background information is provided for both Danielpour and Morrison, as well as a discussion of
their contributions and writing styles within their respective fields. In addition, the song cycle’s
premiere, performance history, and critical reception are examined.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The song cycle Spirits in the Well (1998) was composed by Richard Danielpour (b.1956)
in collaboration with Toni Morrison (1931-2019), both influential and revolutionary artists in
their respective fields. The piece was written with the intent that famed soprano Jessye Norman
(1945-2019) would sing it.1 This cycle marked the second of Danielpour’s three collaborations
with Morrison and Norman, the first being the song cycle Sweet Talk (1997). The third was the
opera Margaret Garner (2005), which premiered at the Detroit Opera House. Despite the fame
of the artistic team behind these works and their ultimate success in mounting a major stage
production, their early song cycles remain virtually unknown, with no professional recordings to
date and little scholarship focusing on them. This doctoral document aims to redress this
deficiency by examining the polyauthorship of Spirits in the Well, with its blend of Morrison’s
literary voice and Danielpour’s music, which bring to light the passion and inspiration behind
this piece. This document provides a performance guide that examines the work’s lyrics and
musical style, technical vocal challenges, harmonic structure, and its dramatic demands on
performers.2
My interest in Toni Morrison’s collaborations in classical music began after I performed
André Previn’s cycle Honey and Rue (1991) with texts by Toni Morrison. The discovery of these
collaborations sparked an interest in performing more music considered to be outside the
standard classical repertoire. In doing so, I have developed an affinity for unveiling music by

1

Richard Danielpour, Spirits in the Well: For Voice and Piano (New York, NY: Associated Music Publishers,
1998). In the program notes of the score, Danielpour says that this work was composed for Jessye Norman, as was
his last song cycle, Sweet Talk (1997).
2
Throughout this document I will refer to Morrison’s text within this cycle and other cycles as lyrics or texts since
Morrison did not believe them to be poetry.
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underserved composers in many schools and music halls today. Therefore, this document will
also provide helpful tools for approaching music that may not have a recording available or
seems intimidating. Learning about Spirits in the Well has proven to be both insightful and
challenging, as these songs require performers to look introspectively to answer questions that
can only be answered through understanding the lyrics, developing a character, and allowing
Danielpour’s intricate harmonies to color our expressions.
Literature Review
In the work that follows, I will draw on several key sources. Two publications provide
rudimentary information about Spirits in the Well, both of which are short introductory articles:
“A Review of Recent Compositions” by Judith Carman (2014) and an entry in Keith E. Clifton’s
Recent American Art Song: A Guide (2008).3,4 Carman provides the tessitura, meter, tempo,
assumed level of difficulty of each song, and an interpretation of the relationships between music
and text. She also offers a brief interpretation of Morrison’s poetry, asserting that “these four
poems address the needs of the spirit: the need to feel benevolence in the world, the need to rest
in the world's beauty, the need to express deep love, and the need to let go of all that is past.”5
While she provides a very interesting personal reflection, she does not provide enough
background information, introspect into the text, or the musical nuances that are necessary for
performers to perform the piece. Moreover, at the end of the article, Carman concludes that the
singer who performs this piece “will need to possess a fine ear for pitch, dynamic flexibility—
especially in soft singing—and a deep understanding of the poetry.”6 However, Carman

3

Judith Carman, “Music Reviews,” Journal of Singing 70, no. 4 (2014): 499–503.
Keith E. Clifton, Recent American Art Song: A Guide (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2008), 43.
5
Carman, “Music Reviews,” 499.
6
Carman, 500.
4
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mentions dynamics only once, and she provides no reason as to why the singer would need to
have a “fine ear for pitch.” While the article offers some insight into the musical work, there is
insufficient evidence to help a singer perform or understand the music and text relationship.
The next resource by Keith E. Clifton provides the singer with fewer musical
considerations regarding Spirits in the Well. Clifton specifies the range of each song and writes a
few short sentences about each piece; however, many details about the music and text are not
mentioned. For example, Clifton’s entry for the first song in the cycle, “Down in the Well,”
reads, “The opening song is in a slow tempo and written in a dissonant yet accessible style.”7
While Clifton provides general insight into the song cycle, it is not exhaustive with measurable
characteristics, such as range, tempo, meter, harmony, and poetic analysis.
An important component to performing the cycle will depend on text interpretation.
Unfortunately, most of the literature about this work does not sufficiently study Morrison’s text.
Though Danielpour presents the performer with little textual commentary, his program notes for
the cycle read: “What emerged was a darker, less florid and perhaps more intimate piece than
‘Sweet Talk.’”8 While Danielpour states in the program notes that he identifies with Morrison’s
lyrics, one resource in the literature actually addresses this.
Rare among this literature, Christine Spies's 2004 dissertation affords some possible
insight into the nature of this text. Spies writes about where the lyrics of two songs from the
cycle may have originated:
Toni Morrison wrote the lyrics to various song cycles. One of them, Spirits in the Well,
was put to music by Richard Danielpour. While the second song is entitled “At Some
Point, the World’s Beauty is Enough,” the cycle ends with a piece called “There Are No
New Songs.” Judging by the titles, it seems as if Morrison transposed Sula’s feelings into
7
8

Clifton, Recent American Art Song, 43.
Danielpour, Spirits in the Well.
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her poems/songs. As the cycle has so far merely been performed in concert and has not
yet been published, it has however not been possible to validate this hypothesis on the
basis of the lyrics themselves.9
Spies believes that Morrison’s lyrics in the cycle are inspired by the title character of her novel
Sula (1987). Upon further reading Spies dissertation, one realizes that many of the words found
in Morrison’s lyrics of the second song in the cycle— “At Some Point, the World’s Beauty is
Enough”—and the fourth— “There are No New Songs,” are spoken by the character Sula.
Nevertheless, Spies realizes the lack of available information to prove her hypothesis even
though the similarities between the texts are undeniable. Through further research in reading
Morrison’s novel, I found Spies’ hypothesis to be partially true, which will be further addressed
in Chapter 5.
Methodology
As demonstrated above, many details about Spirits in the Well remain a mystery. Since
recordings of this song cycle do not exist, a thorough understanding of the characteristics and
details of this work is crucial to a successful performance. This document provides an in-depth
style analysis with musical examples from the vocal score to show motifs, chromatic patterns,
vocal leaps, dynamics, and vocal range. While many public interviews and correspondence with
Richard Danielpour are referenced throughout this document, I also had the opportunity to
conduct a personal interview with the composer on March 28, 2022, which revealed further
stylistic insight into this song cycle that is discussed in the following chapters. Numerous
interviews and TV broadcasts about the late Toni Morrison are also referenced, which uncover
lyrical context. Articles, blogs, dissertations, and the thirteen existing reviews of Spirits in the

9

Christine Spies, “Vernacular Traditions: The Use of Music in the Novels of Toni Morrison” (Ph.D diss.,
Universität Trier, Germany, 2004), 21–22.
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Well highlight the critical reception received from Ms. Norman’s performances from 1998
through 2013. With this material, this document will serve as a performance guide that will
reveal the song cycle’s poetic and musical styles, its structure, technical vocal challenges, and
the dramatic demands, ultimately illuminating Morrison’s voice within Danielpour’s
composition.

5

CHAPTER 2: RICHARD DANIELPOUR

Brief Background
Richard Danielpour was born on January 28, 1956 in New York City to Iranian Jewish
parents, Dr. Said and Mehri Danielpour. His family members are artistic, although not all in the
musical sense: his father a poet and businessman, his mother a sculptor, and his sister an avid
writer. While surrounded by the artists in his family, he would not begin to develop a hunger and
an ear for music until he was around eight years old.
During his youth, Danielpour’s family lived in Iran for almost a year. While in Iran,
music became a natural solace for Danielpour, particularly when an illness with nephritis caused
him to miss most days of school. On the days he spent at home, he was engrossed in his mother’s
record collection, which included recordings of Mozart, Chopin, Debussy, and Tchaikovsky.10
These recordings served not only as his introduction to classical music, but also, many of these
composers influenced his compositional style later down the road. His time in Iran served as the
beginning of Danielpour’s musical introduction, and when his family moved back to the United
States, he gained further insight:
In the spring of ’64, I believe-some cousins who were very close to me asked me, “Have
you heard about the Beatles?” and I thought this was some kind of infestation! And they
proceeded to open the door to something that was to have a profound effect on my life,
which was not just the Beatles but pop music. I became very seriously interested as a kid
and took what seemed at that point like a detour. In addition to teaching myself piano,
from about the age of twelve, I also learned how to play the drums on my own. I actually
had a couple of rock bands that led up to one that I wrote a number of songs for.11

10
11

Royal S. Brown, “An Interview with Richard Danielpour,” Fanfare 20 No.5-6, no. May/June (1997): 44.
Brown, 44.
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Through his love and appreciation for music groups, such as the Beatles and the Rolling
Stones, Danielpour began his journey as a musician and composer. He found inspiration to learn
piano through his love of the Beatles, believing that “since John Lennon and Paul McCartney
played the piano, [he] decided that [he] might as well do it too.”12 Though he wanted to learn to
play the piano, his love for baseball made him decide to study it in secret, for fear that his
baseball friends would find out and embarrass him. So, he taught himself to read music through
watching his sister’s piano lessons and practicing in private. From his self-taught lessons, he was
able to start writing music. By sixteen, he began working with a few different teachers in Palm
Beach, Florida, to further his studies. During his junior year of high school, he began formal
classical training lessons with a local music critic, Juliette de Marcellus. Then, in his senior year,
he began studying music composition with Dr. Paul Csonka, director of the Palm Beach Civic
Opera.13 Danielpour also began taking lessons with Phillipe Drevet, a former Alfred Cortot
student, who resided part-time in Southern France and taught piano in Palm Beach from 1961 to
1996.14 Danielpour regards Drevet as his most influential teacher during this time period. He
recollects, “Phillippe was extremely important for me, because in a way he was really the first
teacher I had who took the time to really give me lessons in how to listen and hear what I was
doing.”15 Drevet helped Danielpour fine tune his ear and work on his piano technique, which
gave him the confidence to choose music as his college career path.
Danielpour went on to pursue his musical endeavors as a piano performance major at the
Oberlin College and Conservatory of Music, where he earned a full music scholarship. However,

12

Brown, 44.
Ruth Ruggels Akers, “Commercialism, Accessibility, Popularity, and Originality in American High-Art Music:
Richard Danielpour, A Case Study” (Ph.D diss., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 2004), 27.
14
Akers, 27.
15
Brown, 46.
13
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he decided to leave Oberlin and eventually went on to finish his studies at the New England
Conservatory in 1976. A dedicated student, Danielpour would practice piano for several hours.
This led to an intense episode of carpal tunnel syndrome in his right hand. In 1977, he could not
play for nine months because the pain was so severe. As a piano major with many performing
requirements, Danielpour did not understand where his path would lead. However, he remembers
having a peculiar experience at the age of nineteen that changed the course of his life. He
explains:
When I was nineteen, I had kind of a personal experience. Some people may call it a
mystical experience or whatever. But within this experience was all of a sudden the
knowledge that I felt as if I had been put here to speak through music. I didn’t even know
at the age of nineteen that it would necessarily be by writing music. I had this sense that
the most powerful force in the world was a loving force, whatever you want to call that
loving force. And it manifested itself quite beautifully through music. And since that
seemed to be the way I heard that loving force in action, it made natural sense that this is
what I was to do. It was almost the same kind of feeling as when the priest is given the
call, I had the same feeling. And it never really left. And in a very odd way, I felt as if
from that point on my life was a series of guidances.16
This mystical experience served as an awakening for Danielpour and helped guide him towards a
career in composition. While his injury stopped him from playing the piano, it afforded him
more time to dedicate to composing. Moreover, he was led into the care of other teachers who
further encouraged his direction. Lorin Hollander became one of those teachers. He recognized
Danielpour’s potential and encouraged him to seek out composition as his ultimate career. In an
interview he discusses how Hollander impacted his journey:
Probably the most important teacher I had, including anybody I’d ever known, was Lorin
Hollander. When I was studying piano composition at the New England Conservatory, I
used to take the train to New York and have an afternoon-long session with him. Really,
what it involved was hearing every note I played. The way Phillipe helped me, and also

16

Brown, 49–50.
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the way Lorin really opened up to hearing everything, were of indispensable value for my
work that was to come. I think you never forget the first person who really sees you.”17
Hollander is the teacher that really pushed for Danielpour to become a composer and sincerely
understood his gift. He taught “him how to really listen to music, hear every individual line, to
imagine the sound and then play.”18 Although his battle with carpal tunnel left him unable to use
his right hand, the guidance of his teachers helped him refine his craft. He ended up graduating
with a Distinction in Performance and a bachelor’s in composition in May of 1980.
After graduating, Danielpour discussed continuing his studies at Juilliard to work with
Vincent Persichetti, a prominent composition professor. Although Hollander had never
previously recommended anyone, he recognized Danielpour’s natural talent as a composer and
did not hesitate to telephone Persichetti to recommend him. During an interview, Hollander
discusses his initial reaction to hearing Danielpour’s early compositions. He recalls, “I noticed
immediately that this was no dabbling at composition, that these were profoundly inspired,
masterful, contrapuntal works with a great deal of power, a great deal of promise, and that there
was no doubt this was a born composer.”19 Hollander’s inclination was correct, and his
recommendation proved beneficial for Danielpour, who earned a place at the Juilliard School.
During his study at Juilliard, Danielpour grew exponentially under the tutelage of
Persichetti, whom Danielpour attributes as being his first real composition teacher and a kind
man like his father. Persichetti gave Danielpour the freedom needed to explore himself as a
composer and helped to direct him towards his own unique sound. In addition to working with

17

Brown, 46.
Ruth Ruggels Akers, “Commercialism, Accessibility, Popularity, and Originality in American High-Art Music:
Richard Danielpour, A Case Study” (Ph.D diss., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 2004), 30.
19
Akers, “Commercialism, Accessibility, Popularity, and Originality in American High-Art Music: Richard
Danielpour, A Case Study,” 31.
18
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Persichetti, Danielpour gained further insights from Peter Mennin, a renowned composer and
Juilliard’s president at the time. With Persichetti’s guidance and generosity, alongside Mennin’s
input, Danielpour graduated with his Masters in 1982 and Doctor of Music Arts in 1986. His
collective experiences at Juilliard helped him continually develop his unique voice as a
composer.
Through Danielpour’s upbringing and list of great teachers, his nineteen-year-old
mystical awakening became a reality. The people and music along his journey have helped shape
his musical style. As a result, Danielpour has become a highly praised and influential composer
of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century.
Works
Richard Danielpour is esteemed for being “one of the most gifted and sought-after
composers of his generation.”20 His long list of accolades includes: a Rockefeller Foundation
Grant, a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Charles Ives Fellowship, the Lifetime Achievement Award
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and two Grammy Awards. Danielpour’s music
has also led to collaborations with many of the world’s leading artists, such as Yo-Yo Ma, Susan
Graham, Jessye Norman, Isabel Leonard, J’Nai Bridges, Angela Brown, Dawn Upshaw,
Frederica von Stade, Thomas Hampson, Anthony McGill, Simone Dinnerstein, and many more.
His musical genius continues to be heard and performed both internationally and nationally by
many of the world’s leading institutions and orchestras. This long list includes the New York
Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Maryinsky and Vienna Chamber Orchestras, Orchestre

20

Richard Danielpour, “Richard Danielpour Biography Homepage,” rdweb, accessed March 21, 2022,
https://www.richard-danielpour.com/bio.
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National de France, Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival, Carnegie Hall, Scottish Chamber, Frankfurt, Stuttgart Radio Orchestras, Berlin and
Cologne Symphonies, Orchestra de Lyon, and Vienna Chamber Orchestra. Accompanying his
impressive list of works are the many composers, accolades, and commissions that continue to
contribute to his success as “one of the most recorded composers of his generation…[becoming]
only the third composer –after Stravinsky and Copland– to be signed to an exclusive recording
contract by Sony Classical.”21
Danielpour has composed almost a hundred and fifty works, which span across a diverse
field of instrumental and vocal combinations, such as orchestra, chamber orchestra, soloist and
orchestra, small ensemble, large ensemble, wind ensembles, solo piano, and ballet. His vocal
output includes collaborations for choir and orchestra, a cappella chorus, works for solo voices
and orchestra, and solo voice and small ensemble. He has also composed three pieces for solo
voice and piano—including Spirits in the Well—which will be discussed further in Chapters 4
and 5, and one opera, Margaret Garner. Among his recent works include An American Mosaic
(2020), which he credits as “the longest piano cycle he has ever written and possibly the most
important one of his lifetime,”22 and his song cycle A Standing Witness (2021). Richard
Danielpour’s continuous musical output and his 36 recordings prove that he is a composer who
remains relevant, with a musical language that has impacted American music.

21

Richard Danielpour, “Richard Danielpour Bio,” Bill Holab Music, accessed March 24, 2022,
https://www.billholabmusic.com/composers/richard-danielpour/.
22
Anna Linvill and Tarik Ghiradella, “Composer’s Studio, Richard Danielpour - Music That Speaks of Compassion
and Forgiveness,” accessed March 24, 2022, https://www.composersstudio.net/podcast/episode/489bfd5b/richarddanielpour-music-that-speaks-of-compassion-and-forgiveness.
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In addition to being a composer, Danielpour is also a zealous mentor and educator,
serving on the faculties of both the Curtis Institute of Music (since 1997) and at the Herb Alpert
School of Music at UCLA. He has also served as faculty for the Manhattan School of Music
from 1993-2017. In addition to his faculty positions, Danielpour spends his time educating both
aspiring composers and performers through master classes, coachings, interviews, and holding
composer residencies throughout the world.
Compositional Style
Danielpour’s musical history is rich and diverse, spanning across several musical genres
including classical, pop, jazz, and rock. He is praised for his musical voice that is said to be
“distinctive American…[with] large and romantic gestures, and is brilliantly orchestrated,
intensely expressive, and rhythmically vibrant.”23 When asked in an interview what composers
have influenced his style, Danielpour exclaimed, “Bach (for counterpoint and structure), Mozart
(for voice), Beethoven (for emotional freedom). I’ve stood on the shoulders of these giants for
my entire life.”24 In fact, Danielpour often talks about how the only thing that relaxed him during
the pandemic was listening to Bach variations. These pieces became his inspiration behind
writing An American Mosaic. From these classical composers, as well as his influence from the
Beatles, Rolling Stones, Motown, R&B, and pop music, Danielpour was able to enhance his own
unique voice.
Danielpour is often considered a composer “whose distinctive American voice is part of a
rich neo-Romantic heritage with influences from pivotal composers like Britten, Copland,

23

Danielpour.
Rizzo Rhonda, “An American Mosaic/ an Interview with Grammy-Award Winning Composer Richard
Danielpour,” No Dead Guys (blog), January 27, 2022, https://www.nodeadguys.com/a-piano-blog/an-americanmosaic-an-interview-with-grammy-award-winning-composer-richard-danielpour.
24
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Bernstein, and Barber.”25 His style is infused with several elements: driving rhythms, heavy
syncopation, and a complex harmonic language that is enhanced by his detailed expression
markings. Also present in his music is the frequent use of bitonality or modal ambiguity, which
surfaces through his treatment of chromaticism and dissonance. Many of his vocal works have
lengthy preludes, postludes, and interludes coupled with his acute attention to detail in matching
lyricism with text setting. Equally important is his intentional use of spirituality and duality of
light and dark expressed through themes and motives and used to balance and thread his music
together.
In his early compositions, one can hear that his music may seem more disjunct than his
later output. Danielpour also acknowledges this in a recent podcast, exclaiming that, while he
was a young composer, he was “writing very chromatic-gritty music that did not leave enough
room for tenderness and lyricism and/or a vocabulary for joy. Which to [him] today is still
missing with a lot of young composers,” adding that “There must be a balance of joy as well as
darkness. Everything requires balance.”26 Moreover, still present in his work today, is his use of
driving, energetic rhythms. When asked later in the podcast about his use of rhythm, Danielpour
replied: “I started out as a rock musician and so much of rock music is rhythmically driven.
Before I learned to play piano, I played the drums…I have spent my life trying to cultivate the
balance of finding what must sing and what must dance.”27 When listening to his music and
reading his many accomplishments over the past 45 years, it may seem that his journey as a
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composer was easy. However, he experienced growing pains in his twenties and thirties, which
helped to re-shape his life and works by the time he entered his forties. He explains:
There were lots of times where I forgot, and fell on my butt, and felt that I was doing this,
and that I was willing this into being. But, you know, you get past thirty, and you hit
forty, and you realize that nothing of any value can be manufactured. It can only be
received. You know the late quartets on Beethoven were not willed into being. You
basically have to empty yourself and allow the best that can come through you happen. It
has taken me twenty years to be able to let go to the point every now and then where I
can be willing to let that transaction take place. For me, my life, in these twenty years,
has really been about a series of deaths, about a series of surrenders and giving up–cycles
of letting go.28
Danielpour constantly learned from his mistakes and continues to grow in his craft by not letting
his ego get in the way. Instead, he says he goes “into a place that is a different zone and has to do
with surrendering all the ego and all the desire to impress people. [He] becomes a blank slate.”29
Danielpour often refers to himself as a conduit that lets a higher force move through him. This
strong connection to a higher force is often found within his music. In interviews, Danielpour
regularly talks about the influence of spirituality and the duality of light/dark and how they have
appeared as themes in his music since he began composing. During an interview in 2000,
Danielpour shares, “The great composers pull us into an extortionary existence, into a kind of
supernatural place. It’s a heightened sense of that duality that we notice in everyday life.”30 His
spiritual influence began through his upbringing with Jewish heritage and influences of
Christianity. Though he does not follow either religion personally, they do, however, serve as a
spiritual influence for his music. This, along with his mystic experience at the age of nineteen,
have been significant contributors to his musical destiny. With regard to his belief of dark and
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light, he explains, “Really true work is a balance between that which is both dark and that which
is light.”31 He emphasizes the importance of “emptying” himself in order to create music,
recognizing that, “while writing his music he…is a conduit, a channel, a vessel that the music
comes through.”32
Danielpour is cognizant of and passionate about his connection to music. His mission to
create work that is both personal and relevant is supported by his belief “that music mirrors life;
and that sudden change is a normal occurrence in the human dispositions, in life itself, and in his
music.”33 Through his life experiences, Richard Danielpour continues to produce a particular
sound and writing style that I perceive as otherworldly. Even when trying to analyze it, one
quickly realizes that the regular rules of theory will not always apply. His work is in a class of its
own, as no theory exists to analyze this music. Danielpour acknowledges this fact, exclaiming:
The way that tonal music is theoretically analyzed won’t fit. I’m not a 19th century
composer. Theory is based on 18th and 19th century music. I’m writing with a different
kind of tonality, in fact, I’m probably one of 3 or 4 composers in America, the latter half
of the twentieth century beginning of the twenty-first, who have really reinvented the way
we hear tonality. So, you have to look at it on its own merits. You almost have to invent
the math; you have to invent a new theory to analyze this piece.34
Many characteristics of Danielpour’s voice continue to evolve, making him a force to be
reckoned with. He has responded to a calling on his life to be a composer, one that he says he has
“tried to answer faithfully for the last 45 years.”35
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CHAPTER 3: TONI MORRISON

Brief Background
On August 5, 2019, the world mourned the death of American novelist, editor, and
educator Toni Morrison. Her life, works, and contributions are too numerous, and an extensive
discussion would exceed the scope of this paper. In addition, a great deal of research has been
dedicated to Morrison’s historic legacy, as she has been featured in many interviews, books,
articles, and films. Therefore, this chapter serves to discuss how her life and legacy influenced
her profound literary voice in novels, essays, and other projects.
Toni Morrison was born Chloe Anthony Wofford on February 18, 1931, to parents
George Wofford and Ella Ramah Wofford. She was raised alongside her three siblings in the
racially integrated town of Lorain, Ohio. Lorain was a melting pot filled with many migrants
from Mexico, Europe, Canada, and the South. Although her childhood was filled with difficulties
for her family, her parents instilled in her a trust of community, family, and of herself. They also
taught her the value of endurance, hard work, and integrity. As her family struggled financially,
they moved often, living in six different apartments throughout her youth. Although they
struggled, Morrison recounts the morals she gained while growing up in the black community of
Lorain:
I learned the ways black people treated even their masters with some respect-I mean the
white folks they worked for in and around my hometown. I saw how black people
worked with great skill and attention. When I was young, I didn’t give it a lot of credit.
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But I realized over time, they knew how to survive, teach each other love, and they also
knew who the villains were.36
Morrison grew up in a home that was highly aware of the effects of racism. Her father
was suspicious of white people and carried a huge mistrust towards them, while her mother
Ramah felt that there were possibilities for change and redeeming qualities. Their dialogue
heavily influenced Morrison’s view of the world and the space she occupied in it. Also mixed
into Morrison’s everyday life were the enchanting ghost stories her family told, and the music of
her mother and grandfather, something that heavily inspired her passion for recreating tales and
her hunger for language. In addition, Morrison was an avid reader, taught by her parents to read
at three years old. She was the only child in her kindergarten class who knew how to read. In an
article, Morrison talks about how reading and family experience shaped her literary imagination.
She divulges:
Not only was I a radio child who grew up in the decades when radio was paramount,
when being mesmerized by the dramas and reenactments from a speaker box was
commonplace, I was also surrounded by adults who told stories, reshaped and solicited
them from each other as well as their children. The result was a heavy reliance on my
own imagination to provide detail; the specific color of things, the feel of the weather, the
space characters occupied, their physical features, their motives, why they behaved as
they did, and especially the sound of their speech, where so much meaning lay. Listening
required me to surrender to the narrator's world while remaining alert inside it.37
Through the stories passed down from her childhood and her love of books, Morrison cultivated
a full, colorful world within her imagination. These stories would eventually become an
inspiration for her novels.
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Morrison graduated from Lorain High School in 1949 and pursued her college education
at Howard University, then an all-black university. At Howard, Morrison shared in her first
encounters with segregation, inside and outside the school. Here, she began to go by the name
Toni because people found it too challenging to pronounce Chloe.38 In 1953, she graduated with
her Bachelor of Arts in English with a minor in classics. She decided to further her studies at
Cornell University, earning her Master of Arts degree in English in 1955.
After graduating, Morrison went on to work as an educator. She began her career at
Texas Southern University, where she was an instructor from 1955-57. Then in 1957, she went
on to teach at her alma mater, Howard University. During her time at Howard, she met architect
Harold Morrison, and the two wed in 1958. However, their marriage ended seven years later
while she was pregnant with their second child. Shortly after the marriage ended, Morrison
moved back home to regroup. Then, in 1964 she secured a job as a senior editor with publisher
L. W. Singer (a branch of Random House) in Syracuse, New York. Moreover, she became the
company’s first African American female editor. As an editor, she made it her mission to expose
more black voices within the literary field. Some of her accomplishments as an editor came
through her work in editing the autobiographies of Muhammad Ali and Angela Davis. Erroll Mc
Donald, her friend of over 40 years, comments on Morrison’s motivation during that time,
explaining:
If you think about the times in which she was operating as an editor, there was a lot of
ferment in the culture. And so the books that she tended to acquire were books of
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political and social moment… So many of the books were responsive to the times. She
saw herself as having not only a literary mission but a social mission as well.39
As an editor, Morrison was a beacon of hope for those who felt like they had no voice. She
continued to succeed in the editing world, moving to New York City to work at Random House
Headquarters in 1968. While there, Morrison published her first book, The Bluest Eye (1970).
Not wanting her personal and work life to collide, she had the book published under Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston publishers. Only after the book review was published in the New York
Times did her company find out she was a writer—a title which Morrison denied at the time.
Robert Gottleib, the man who would become her long-time editor and trusted friend, encouraged
her to write full-time and leave her job at Random House. However, Morrison, a single mother
of two, full-time editor, and teacher, was not ready to take such a risk.
The writing was a personal time for Morrison, as it gave her a way to deal with the
struggles of her life before the sun rose. Although her first book was successful, Morrison still
only considered herself an editor. Eventually, Morrison’s gift as a writer quickly gained
attraction; and by her third novel, Morrison believed it too, articulating, “I always said I am a
teacher who writes. Or an editor who writes. But I never said the real thing until after I'd written
my third book. It's the sort of thing that women frequently do. They sort of need permission to
tell themselves that this is the work they do.”40 Finally, relishing in her new title as a “writer,”
Morrison left Random House in 1983.
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Toni Morrison went on to complete eleven novels, nine non-fiction releases, five
children's books (with her son Slade), two short stories, two plays, and an opera libretto, as well
as lyrics for five different art song cycles. She also published a book of selected essays,
speeches, and meditations. Through her works, Morrison exuded a fearless passion for pushing
the boundary of what it meant to live as a person of color. Often depicting the tumultuous
struggles of that experience through the mindset and journey of her book characters in a way that
was accessible, personal, and relatable. While discussing her motivation for writing during an
interview in 1978, Morrison exclaims that “she always wrote for the people in her book.”41
Morrison also admitted that she wrote books that answered questions she had while walking
through life. She explains:
All the books are questions for me. I mean…I write them because I don’t know
something… I want to know what does that feel like, that color thing, that — in The
Bluest Eye, what does that feel like, to really feel that worthlessness? And the same thing
is true with Sula and “Song of Solomon,” to all of them, there was something in there I
really did not understand. I really didn’t know.42
Through her literary output, Morrison achieved a status of fame and recognition as her books
began to appear in the Oprah Winfrey Book Club. Oprah became the co-producer and visionary
behind the film Beloved (1998), a movie based on Morrison’s Nobel Prize-winning book,
Beloved (1987). This collaboration brought Morrison a wider national and international
audience.
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Morrison redefined the limits of the literary world through the passionate prose of her
novels, bringing her critical acclaim and many prestigious awards. Among some of her top
honors are the Nobel Prize for Literature, Pulitzer Prize, National Books Critics Award, the
National Humanities Medal, Library Congress Bicentennial Living Legend Award, a Presidential
Medal of Freedom (awarded by President Barak Obama in 2012), and many other academic
accolades including numerous honorary degrees.
Though Morrison became a full-time writer, she also chose to remain an educator.
Holding positions at State University of New York, Albany (1984-1989) and Princeton
University (1989)—until becoming professor emeritus in 2006—where she founded the Atelier
studio program. This program was inspired by Morrison’s musical collaborations and was
created to provide students with an opportunity to work with dancers, musicians, painters, and
other professionals whose field was outside of creative writing. In addition, she held lectures
around the world at different universities. During an interview, Morrison reveals the heart of her
mission as an educator and literary giant:
I tell my students, ‘When you get these jobs that you have been so brilliantly trained for,
just remember that your real job is that if you are free, you need to free somebody else. If
you have some power, then your job is to empower somebody else. This is not just a
grab-bag candy game…This is the time for every artist in every genre to do what he or
she does loudly and consistently. It doesn't matter to me what your position is. You've got
to keep asserting the complexity and the originality of life, and the multiplicity of it, and
the facets of it. This is about being a complex human being in the world, not about
finding a villain. This is no time for anything else than the best that you've got.’43
Through her commitment to excellence as an educator, Morrison influenced many generations of
students and instilled in them the courage to be bold, take risks, and be their own creators. She
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also encouraged them to write the books they wanted to read. Most importantly, she wanted
them to keep passing on that wisdom in hopes that future generations could inhabit a kinder,
gentler world.

Writing Style
Audiences continue to be drawn to Morrison’s novels for her unique writing style. The
distinctness of her prose is the topic of many university lectures, discussions, and books. In a
2001 interview on BookTV, Morrison talks about her prose, divulging:
I truly do have a recognizable style…The style probably its ineffable at the moment, but
its a kind of welcoming style, the voice is welcoming and doesn’t blink and tells you very
difficult things but in a voice that makes it alright to hear: this is not going to be an easy
trip. The journey is going to be bumpy but I’m going to tell you the truth and you can
hear it because I’ve already been there and I’m holding your hand. And you can go with
me and it’s going to be alright. That’s the voice that’s the comfort level.44
The way Morrison describes her voice is poetic, not something easily tangible. Regardless, in
reading her words, one can understand the tenderness and passion that goes into her craft.
Her literary prose has been described as an infusion of many forms of love, struggle
between good and evil, and depictions and battles of the black experience. Her style is also
expressed through descriptive characterizations, vivid use of narrative, imagery, and elements of
supernatural, folklore, spirituality, and nature. The most impactful characteristic may be how she
uses the power of language to portray everyday conflicts of the black experience, often told from
a women’s perspective. In a raw, unfiltered fashion, Morrison found freedom in writing through
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removing what she referred to as “the white gaze.”45 Through the journeys of her powerful
characters, which are intricately composed through vivid images, provocative language, deep,
painful inner turmoil, and situations, Morrison brings her readers into a reality that she and
others could relate to. During an interview in 2014, Morrison recalls:
I wrote the first book because I wanted to read it. I thought that kind of book, with that
subject—those most vulnerable, most undescribed, not taken seriously little black girls—
had never existed seriously in literature. No one had ever written about them except as
props. Since I couldn’t find a book that did that, I thought, “Well, I’ll write it and then I’ll
read it.” It was really the reading impulse that got me into the writing thing.46
Unbeknownst to her, that impulse to write books that she preferred to read redefined the idea of
American literature. Her novels tell of the black experience through the journeys of her
characters. Through their experiences of slavery, racism, murder, death, childhood factures of
growing up through the lens of a “white world,” friendship, and many other situations, Morrison
exposes the vulnerability and ways love can triumph in the face of oppression. Although many of
Toni Morrison’s texts cover a myriad of trepidations she has experienced or questioned while
walking in the world, Morrison ultimately believes that her novels are connected through one
central theme:
Actually, I think, all the time that I write, I’m writing about love or its absence… how
people relate to one another and miss it or hang on to it…or are tenacious about love.
About love and how to survive-not to make a living-but how to survive whole in a world
where we are all of us, in some measure, victims of something. Each one of us in some
way at some moment a victim and in no position to do a thing about it…In a world like
that, how does one remain whole-is it just impossible to do that? 47
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Although her novels confront many dark issues, love is the motivating force. Within her stories,
Morrison shares intricate details on the manifestation of love, its innocence and maturity,
passion, destruction, drive, and intent. The theme of love is also depicted through the lives of her
characters as an obsession, possession, corruption, pain, and many other ways. Morrison writes
about love in this way to exemplify how “people do all sorts of things under its name [love],
under its guise. Violence is a distortion of what, perhaps, we want to do.”48 Morrison does this
well by portraying the novel’s world through the lens and intimate struggles of her characters.
She gives special attention to the details of her characters, using vivid language as the vessel to
help the audience get inside the character’s psyche. Morrison reveals her process for getting
inside the mind of her characters through an interview on BookTV:
I use what I think are methods that maybe actors and actresses use. When you have a
vague character or you try to make it specific, fully realized and you want to be in that
person’s head if you’re on stage. To wear the clothes, wear the shoes, behave the way
that person would. So, you have to enter or project and know, you know where they part
their hair and what kind of soap they would wear, what foods they don’t like. And
whether or not it appears in the book, you try to imagine all those things...you have to
love them for the moment of their portrayal.49
Morrison nurtures the vision of her characters, finding them to be the crucial reason behind
telling a story. To illustrate the details of the black experience, Morrison found it necessary to
push the limits of how language, struggles, slaughter, racism, injustice, ghosts, friendship, love,
and parenting could hold space in a novel. In doing so, her novels shifted the rules of the literary
world. Morrison’s voice continues to shift the value and magnitude of an uninhibited
imagination.
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Classical Voice
Although Morrison was not a musician herself, her work provided opportunities to
collaborate with several composers and musicians throughout her life. From these collaborations,
she produced the lyrics for five different song cycles, and a libretto for the opera Margaret
Garner (Margaret Garner’s story was the inspiration behind Morrison’s novel Beloved). Artists
often sought Morrison out for the depth and power of her literary voice, and for its similarity to
poetry. The lyrical sound that leaks through Morrison’s writing can be attributed to her mother,
as she grew up in a home where her mother would sing frequently around the house, Morrison
recalled:
My mother’s voice is the reason why sound is so important to me when I write…because
I can hear what’s underneath the words. When she sang, I could hear if she was sad, I
could hear if she was happy, and her ability to communicate that way gave me a sense of
how to write that way. I know how I feel when I get something right in my writing, and
now I wonder if my interior feeling is like hers when she sang in very satisfying ways, in
ways that lifted her and us up in our little lower-middle-class lives. I grew up hearing
those hymns and sermons in church, full of uplifting language, eloquence, and meaning.50
Morrison’s lyrics are deeply influenced by her mother’s voice along with other musical
encounters she experienced while growing up. As she often explained, she could understand her
mother’s feelings through the way she sang something. Morrison, too, is able to transport the
inhibitors of her musical text, to a world of questions, double meanings, and vivid colors.
Furthermore, Morrison’s prose is what drew soprano Kathleen Battle to collaborate with
her. Upon reading the words in Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye, Battle was so enthralled that
she decided to commission Morrison and the composer André Previn for a song cycle. This
would become Toni Morrison’s first endeavor in the classical music world. Morrison agreed to
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the project and supplied six texts for the cycle entitled Honey and Rue (1991). After the success
of the first cycle, in 1994, Previn asked Morrison to supply texts for the cycle Four Songs,
commissioned for the soprano Sylvia McNair.
Due to her fondness for collaborating with other artists in other fields, Morrison began
the Atelier Program at Princeton University. Through the relationships acquired from her Atelier
program, Morrison eventually met Richard Danielpour. Their connection resulted in the song
cycles Sweet Talk, Spirits in the Well, and the opera Margaret Garner. In addition, these
collaborations also brought about a growing relationship with famed soprano Jessye Norman. In
2000, Norman commissioned a work entitled women.life.song by Judith Weir, for which she
employed the lyrics of Maya Angelou, Toni Morrison, and Clarissa Pinkola Estés. Morrison
supplied the lyrics for “Edge” and “Eve Remembering.” This collaboration brought together
some of the world’s most influential literary voices to create a cycle that revisits the journey of a
woman’s life.
Toni Morrison worked with many celebrities and well-known artists around the world.
When asked about writing for musical projects during a 2007 interview, Morrison exclaimed, “I
love writing lyrics. It's the only other writing I love to do. Because I don't have the burden, or the
talent, for writing poetry.”51 Never regarding her words as poetry, but only as lyrics that carry the
weight of her beautiful, metaphorical prose, her lyrics are just as powerful as the words in her
novels. In singing and reading the words of Toni Morrison, one can understand why her stamp is
forever etched into the classical music world.
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CHAPTER 4: SPIRITS IN THE WELL: BACKGROUND, PREMIERE, CRITICAL
RECEPTION

Background
Spirits in the Well transpired out of a previous collaboration between Morrison and
Danielpour on the song cycle Sweet Talk, a song cycle written for soprano, cello, and double
bass, and piano, with four texts by Morrison. The work was commissioned by Princeton
University and premiered on April 20, 1997, in Carnegie Hall with Yo-Yo Ma, Edgar Meyer,
Ken Noda, and Ms. Norman performing. The lyrics are associated with Morrison’s novel
Paradise (1998). Danielpour writes that the “lyrics of each song are an attempt to evoke both the
meaning of and the passion in our desire for Paradise.”52 The song titles read “I Am Not Prey,”
“Perfect Ease,” “Bliss,” and “Faith.” The songs capture the journey to “paradise” through
physical and Spiritual death. Sweet Talk marked Danielpour’s first official collaboration with
Toni Morrison. In a 1997 interview, Danielpour recalled meeting Morrison and how the project
came to fruition:
…I met Toni Morrison in July of 1993. We had lunch with Yo-Yo Ma, who introduced
us. . . Yo-Yo wanted Toni and I to collaborate on a project that he had in [mind]. She said
to me, “I don’t think this is for me, but I have something else in mind that we can do
later.”. . . In ‘95, two years later, she called me and said “I’ve written these lyrics I think
you might want to set to music.” The moment she got on the phone I knew her voice,
because she had that raspy voice, which I loved. She said, “Why don’t I send them to
you, see if you’re interested?” I said why don’t you let me come to see you, so you can
read them to me. She read them in her office at Princeton. I remember that day so clearly;
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we both blurted out, at the same time, “Jessye Norman,” who, of course, ended up
premiering those songs, called “Sweet Talk,” in Carnegie Hall, on April 20, 1997.53
Upon meeting Toni Morrison, Danielpour felt a rich connection, exclaiming that “he and
Morrison had a real synergy together.”54 When asked of his inspiration behind creating these
cycles and working relationship with Morrison, he discloses:
For me, I wanted to work with Toni because to me, you know, I felt as if I was working
with a writer who was not only a first-class novelist, but someone whose words in her
novels read like poetry. That’s the kind of writing that allows me or inspires me to write
what I want to write. And I also felt, on top of all of that, that Toni in the time that I knew
her, was acting as a voice for the nation’s conscience. So, everything that she wrote spoke
in a collective way, not just for African Americans but for all people who somehow felt
that they did not have a voice that could be heard. She was speaking for those whose
voices were not allowed to be heard or somehow weren’t being acknowledged. And I
always worked in such a way that I was drawn to subjects involving people whose voices
somehow could not be heard. Whose voices were not somehow acknowledged. That’s
something that drew me to her writings.55
Danielpour found a deep identification within Morrison’s lyrics and as a result, they developed
an understanding and great rapport. A year after their first cycle, Danielpour decided to reach out
to Morrison again, asking her to supply lyrics for Sprits in the Well. Looking back on that
experience, Danielpour comments, “I just love the words that she gave me for Sweet Talk, and
we thought, ‘Oh wouldn’t it be great to do another one for Jessye’ but just have it be voice and
piano because that’s something that a singer could travel with. And of course, she sang it
everywhere.”56 At the time, this cycle was his only work for solo voice and piano as all his other
works for voice are prepared for other combinations.
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Spirits in the Well was completed in late November of 1997 at the artist retreat Yaddo in
Saratoga Springs. It is comprised of four songs: “Down in the Well,” “At Some Point the
World’s Beaty is Enough,” “I Envy Public Love,” and “There are No New Songs,” that carry on
the ideas of light/dark and spirituality presented in Sweet Talk and in other Danielpour works.
Mr. Danielpour explains that these songs “act as different windows into the human heart.”57 In
the program notes, Danielpour speaks on the content of Sprits in the Well, acknowledging that
out of this collaboration, “what emerged was a darker, less florid, and perhaps more intimate
piece than Sweet Talk.”58
Out of these two wonderful collaborations, emerged the opera Margaret Garner, for
which Morrison is the librettist. Richard Danielpour fondly recalls how working on the cycles
with Morrison prepared him for Margaret Garner. He explains “these songs also helped prepare
us to write the opera. They were kind of training ground for writing the opera and it gave me an
opportunity to set her texts and really get familiar with the rhythm of her language.”59 After three
years of working together on the project, Margaret Garner premiered on May 7, 2005 at
Michigan Opera Theatre. As both cycles were penned for famed soprano Jessye Norman, she
was also given the role of Cilla in Margaret Garner. However, three months before the opera
premiere, Ms. Norman had to cancel due to health issues. Instead, Angela Brown took over
singing the role. Inspired by her performance, Danielpour wrote a song cycle for her, A Woman’s
Life (2007). Richard Danielpour weaved a seamless line of collaborations through his
relationships and tenacity for quality work.
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Acquiring much support through commissions for most of his projects, a commission was
secured for Spirits in the Well by Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, with support from the
A.B. and Flavia McEachern Foundation.60
Premiere
On May 10, 1998 at Avery Fisher Hall in New York City, world-renowned soprano
Jessye Norman gave a recital that featured the world premiere of Spirits in the Well. She
performed alongside pianist Ken Noda. The program was balanced with twelve songs by Richard
Strauss and the Cinq melodies populaires grecques by Maurice Ravel. She also performed two
encores: “Why Do They Shut Me Out of Heaven” by Aaron Copland and Strauss’
“Zueignung.”61 A program from the premiere can be found in appendix C. Unfortunately, the
premiere was met with a mixed reaction with the New York Times review stating: “His first songs
for the standard combination of voice and piano, recall Copland's 12 Poems of Emily Dickinson.
The somber music is densely chromatic, accessibly lyrical, neo-Romantic in spirit, yet rather
melodramatic.”62 The mixed reviews would continue as Jessye Norman traveled the world to
perform the cycle.
Critical Reception and Performance History
After the work’s initial premiere, Jessye Norman continued to perform the cycle,
although not always in its entirety, on numerous concerts around the world until 2013. Since
then, the cycle has remained virtually unknown. This may be due in part to the mixed critical
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attention the cycle has received while in performance. Many reviewers compared the cycle to
works of Aaron Copland, Bernstein, Max Reger, Debussy, and Samuel Barber. From reading
through all the reviews, one realizes that the music was not understood or interpreted the same
way. Reviewers expressed how they felt the vocal line did not cover a great range, or that it
seemed choppy, and how the piano part covered Norman’s voice. Some reviews were influenced
by Norman’s interpretation or what they felt was a lack thereof. However, there were also
reviewers who found pleasure in the hints of neo-romantic, modern, and romantic writing along
with the atmosphere created through the combination of Morrison’s text and Danielpour’s music.
Ultimately, the song cycle died off when Jessye Norman stopped performing it before her death
in 2015. I have provided all the existing reviews in their entirety as it provides a window into
how different people receive and interpret this cycle.
Critical Responses to Spirits in the Well
● May 10, 1998 (Avery Fisher Hall, New York) …“Mr. Danielpour has cited Copland as a
major influence on his work, and ''Spirits in the Well,'' his first songs for the standard
combination of voice and piano, recall Copland's ''12 Poems of Emily Dickinson.'' The
somber music is densely chromatic, accessibly lyrical, neo-Romantic in spirit, yet rather
melodramatic. Even Copland's Dickinson songs from 1952 are fresher and subtler.” Anthony
Tommasini-The New York Times
● May 16, 1998 (Performing Arts Center, SUNY-Purchase College, New York)… “The
American composer Richard Danielpour wrote the song cycle “Spirits in the Well” to text by
Toni Morrison for Norman this year. The piano parts are attractive but eclectic, remind full
of several twentieth-century American composers, Copland, Dello Joio and Bernstein with an
oddly, almost Max Reger-like textural density at times. The piano seems to surround the
poetic declamation rather than project its content lyrically or support it. The first was quite
haunting, the second vigorous, the third dramatic and the last, a bit dark. Noda brought the
same impeccable taste, pianistic refinement in superb accompanying skills to these songs as
he did to the entire program. Francis Brancaleone, The Daily Item
● June 3, 1998 (Concert Hall, Chicago)… “So much for the ritual behavior of the diva cult.
How did Norman sing? . . . with quiet intensity in the Danielpour songs…saving her voice
for the second half, Norman came into her own in the Danielpour pieces. The songs are about
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such subjects as nature's unchanging beauty, love's surrender and song itself; their
Coplandish, neo-Romantic lyricism is expertly tailored to the outsize musical personality of
the dedicatee. Here, as in the Ravel, Ken Noda proved himself an ideal collaborator and a
welcome foil to the singer's interpretive calculation. Such finely articulated, musically
intelligent accompaniments would be a pleasure to hear under any circumstances.” John von
Rhein-Chicago Tribune
● April 2, 2000 (Symphony Hall, Boston)… “Spirits in the Well” by Richard Danielpour
provided another illustration of Norman's valiant efforts on behalf of new work, but here she
was fighting a lost cause. The flashy music didn't seem to suit the vernacular of Toni
Morrison's poems very well, in Norman's American diction sounded more like the recital
stage than just folks. Mark Markham, appearing for the second time in Symphony Hall as
Norman’s collaborative pianist, played strongly, straightforwardly, and with considerable
attention to the voicing of chords, but he also seemed to be operating within too many selfimposed limits.” Richard Dyer-The Boston Globe
● April 29, 2000 (Detroit Opera, Detroit)… "For a singer whose stock trade has always been an
instrument of velvet opulence married to a ferocious dramatic intensity, the washed-out
colors and unsteady support she brought to Richard Danielpour's “Spirits in the Well” were
disconcerting, as was the hazy intonation that popped up in several spots. . . . Danielpour’s
cycle is effective, the easy metaphors and shifting moods of the poetry captured in lyric vocal
lines, friendly harmony and expensive chords. But the performance was unsatisfying, with
Norman's approach more formal than Morrison’s poetry and her vocal inconsistencies
causing trouble. Pianist mark Markham’s accompaniment was sensitive; too bad the audience
erupted in boorish applause during the lovely piano coda to the cycle.” -Mark Stryker,
Detroit Free Press
● May 12, 2003 (Royal Festival Hall, London) … “Danielpour's song cycle, receiving its UK
premiere, carefully avoids extremes of range and surrounds Norman's voice with hovering
piano chords, reminiscent here of Debussy, there of Samuel Barber. Its subject is the progress
of artistic creativity, from childhood fantasy - the titular spirits, whose influence lingers into
adulthood - to a final sense of fulfilment, even satiety. "There are no new songs and I have
sung all the songs there are," its last lines run. Whether the cycle contains autobiographical
references, as far as Norman is concerned, is something we are not told, though in some
respects it sums her up.” -Ashley Tim, The Guardian
● May 12, 2003 (Royal Festival Hall, London) … “On the evidence of his 1998 settings of
poems by Toni Morrison, Spirits in the Well, Richard Danielpour has composed songs that
are fully deserving of being in the company of those by Ned Rorem, Aaron Copland, Samuel
Barber and other distinguished American composers. Written for Jessye Norman, she clearly
relishes the distinctive words and makes the sometimes rather angular vocal line sound quite
natural. Rich chromatic piano writing introduces the first song ‘Down in the well’ which
benefited from Norman’s pointed declamation. The rhythmic, if not the melodic spirit of
Leonard Bernstein seemed to pervade ‘At some point the world’s beauty is enough,’ with the
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virtuoso accompaniment never overpowering the voice. The touching words and music of ‘I
envy public love’ were especially moving, with Norman conveying an emotional response
that was not in the least exaggerated. ‘There are no new songs’ provided a nostalgic
conclusion, with the piano’s postlude proving quite haunting. This was altogether a
distinguished performance of songs that I hope will gain a regular place in the repertoire.”
Timothy Ball- Classical Source
● May 12, 2003 (Royal Festival Hall, London)… “She made one excursion into contemporary
music: Spirits in the Well, four Toni Morrison settings by the American composer Richard
Danielpour. Cast in what might be called distressed tonality, they proved to be thoughtful,
moody pieces exploring those bittersweet moments when contented solitude hovers on the
brink of loneliness. Norman sang them with admirable conviction.” - Richard Morrison-The
Times
● March 11, 2005 (Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center, Tampa) “She followed with the tricky
texts of Toni Morrison, set by Richard Danielpour, and captured the edgy tug-and-pull of the
four-part “Spirits in the well.” Although she spun a powerful tone in the middle and lower
registers, her voice could sound burdened near the top.” Kurt Loft-Tampa Bay Times
● April 2, 2005 (Royce Hall, UCLA, Los Angeles) “Norman went through with her plans to
include in her UCLA recital a separate song cycle, “Spirits in the [Well],” written for her by
Danielpour and Morrison a few years ago. It's a strange, darkish sequence of four songs, with
the sustained, melodically unremarkable vocal line at odds with the busy, sometimes choppy
piano part. When Norman sang the downcast lines, “There are no new songs/And I have sung
all the songs there are,” one could take it literally —the composer running on fumes.”Richard S. Ginell- Los Angeles Times
● August 24, 2005 (Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center, Tampa)… “Norman performed a song
cycle by Richard Danielpour, Spirits in the Well, with text by novelist Toni Morrison. Her
dramatic interpretations of Morrison's poetic, highly charged language was a model of clear
enunciation, yet she brought some glowing pyrotechnics to the songs as well. Pianist Mark
Markham, who provided eloquent support all evening, had an especially lively role in the
Danielpour cycle.”-John Fleming- Tampa Bay Times
● May 8, 2008 (Royce Hall at UCLA, CA)…“I Envy Public Love” from Spirits in the Well
cycle. Author writes “Richard Danielpour’s "I Envy Public Love" was complex, dramatic
and tonal, modern but romantic.”-Thomas Aujero Small-ConcertoNet.com
● May 8, 2008 (Royce Hall at UCLA, CA)… “I Envy Public Love” from Spirits in the Well
cycle. The author writes “She poured out a creamy oracular sound in Richard Danielpour’s
“I Envy Public Love,” with a text by Toni Morrison. What has been lacking most from
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Norman’s career has been more music, like this, written for her.” -Mark Swede-Los Angeles
Times
● October 2, 2013 (Royal Festival Hall, London). “Spirits in the Well," a cycle of four songs
composed in 1998 by the American composer Richard Danielpour. This set words by Toni
Morrison in broad and very singable vocal phrases, not terribly interesting in themselves, but
supported by elaborate accompaniments, thick with complex harmony in the manner of
Charles Ives. Fortunately, Norman's pianist, Mark Markham, was worth listening to: a supple
player with confident delivery and a wide range of color.” Jack Adrian- The Independent
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CHAPTER 5: SPIRITS IN THE WELL: LYRICS AND MUSIC

As previously discussed, Spirits in the Well is a song cycle with texts by Toni Morrison.
During a conversation with Danielpour, he shared that “for [him] these songs are sort of different
windows into the human heart. The last one is very, very dark but the first two are actually very
open and kind of full of light. The third one, which is the one I love the most, is very special to
me…it’s like a confession.” Since the songs are not related through thematic material, they can
be performed separately. In fact, Jessye Norman performed “I Envy Public Love” as a solo song
during many concerts.
Lyrics
Morrison’s lyrics are what first drew me to this song cycle, and they served as inspiration
for Danielpour as well. They are mysterious, deeply heartfelt, honest, and most importantly,
relatable. As a person who has an interest in unconventional text and music, the lyrics are
intriguing. I also have a deep respect and appreciation for Toni Morrison’s texts and first learned
of her lyrics in classical music while singing André Previn’s song cycle Honey and Rue. After
performing the cycle, I eagerly searched other music projects in which Morrison participated. In
doing so, I learned of her numerous contributions to the classical repertoire. It was through these
collaborations that I came to know Spirits in the Well. Since there is no recording of the cycle,
my first point of contact became the lyrics. I became quickly enamored with them and decided to
track down the music.
It seems fitting that I would first fall in love with the words, since one of the most
important aspects of performance is to convey the meaning of the text. Thus, I began to search
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for whether Morrison extracted the text from previous works or if she wrote the lyrics
specifically for the song cycle. In my research, I came across a dissertation by Christine Spies, in
which she wrote about two of the songs in the cycle: “At Some Point the Worlds Beauty is
Enough” and “There are No New Songs.” Both songs are based on one of Morrison’s book
characters, Sula.63 Spies had reached this hypothesis based on the connection between the text of
the book character (Sula) and the song titles. However, she concluded that “as the cycle has so
far merely been performed in concert and has not yet been published, it has however not been
possible to validate this hypothesis on the basis of the lyrics themselves.”64 Her conclusion was
the very issue I was dealing with, in that there was very little information written about the
origins or process behind Spirits in the Well. However, through further research, and in reading
some of Morrison’s novels, I realized that the lyrics for each of the songs is inspired from
different passages and characters in Tar Baby (1981), Jazz (1992), and Sula (1971). A more
thorough discussion of the text and music along with the source of each text is revealed below.
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I. Down in the Well

Musical Characteristics
•

Key: No Specified Key

•

Range: E♭4-G5

•

Time Signature: 4/4, 2/4, 3/4

•

Tempo: Slowly, but with forward motion (con rubato) ♩ = ca.72-76, slower =66-69

•

Dynamics: piano, mezzo piano, pianissimo, mezzo forte, forte

•

Rhythmic patterns: Steady eight notes with sixteenth notes underneath

•

Structure: Through-composed

•

Accompaniment: Mostly chordal with arpeggiated and broken chords

•

Musical terms and Expressions: espr. (expressive); rit. (slow down); poco a poco (slow down
little by little); poco più mosso (a little faster); come prima (same manner as the first time);
dolce (sweetly); echo; bluesy.

•

Length: 4 minutes 12 seconds

Text
Down in the well
Where light does not reach
Left over smiles stir.
Some benevolence rises
From the water
Hovers at the rim.
Feel them.
The spirits in the well.
Who wish you well.
Once felt, they will come again.
They will always come again.
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Lyrics
“Down in the Well” is comprised of lyrics that are extracted from Toni Morrison’s sixth
novel, Jazz (1992). This novel tells the story of an eighteen-year-old girl who is shot by her exlover. Set in New York City (Harlem) during the Jazz Age, which was filled with passion,
romance, corruption, license, and jazz music. Ultimately, Jazz is a novel about love and
unbridled passion. The character that speaks in this passage is the Narrator of the story. Morrison
identifies this character as “the voice of the book itself.”65 Furthermore, at the beginning of the
story, the Narrator presents itself as a confident knowledge. However, as the book ends, the
Narrator’s voice takes on a different posture, one that is vulnerable and still growing in
knowledge. In an interview, Morrison describes this voice in detail, illuminating:
What was interesting to me was how that [unnamed narrator's] voice would tell the story,
so that the melody sort of weaves in and out, and sometimes it looks different this way
and sometimes it looks different that way. You go someplace where you hit a wrong note,
but that error may not be the point. You take yourself somewhere other than from where
you started. And then you're surprised at yourself and in someplace a little different.66

In many ways, the Narrator exemplifies the most important element in jazz music, improvisation.
This element also applies to the evolution of the Narrator. In addition, there are a few details
about the Narrator that Morrison leaves up to the reader, such as their gender and age. This also
ties into the book’s sense of improvisation. Thus, this character will develop differently with
each reader.
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During this passage in the novel, the Narrator comments on how they will reimagine their
perception of the character Golden Gray. Just before this passage of the book, Golden Gray, a
biracial boy, finds out that he has a black father and leaves in search of him. The news of his
father’s identity alters his reality, as he has grown up believing himself to be white. The passage
reads:
Not hating him is not enough; liking, loving him is not useful. I have to alter things. I
have to be a shadow who wishes him well, like the smiles of the dead left over from their
lives. I want to dream a nice dream for him, and another of him. Lie down next to him, a
wrinkle in the sheet, and contemplate his pain and by doing so ease it, diminish it. I want
to be the language that wishes him well, speaks his name, wakes him when his eyes need
to be open. I want him to stand next to a well dug quite clear from trees so twigs and
leaves will not fall into the deep water, and while standing there in shapely light, his
fingertips on the rim of stone, his gaze at no one thing, his mind soaked and sodden with
sorrow, or dry and brittle with the hopelessness that comes from knowing too little and
feeling too much (so brittle, so dry he is in danger of the reverse: feeling nothing and
knowing everything). There then, with nothing available but the soaking or the
brittleness, not even looking toward the well, not aware of its mossy, unpleasant odor, or
the little life that hovers at its rim, but to stand there next to it and from down in it, where
the light does not reach, a collection of leftover smiles stirs, some brief benevolent love
rises from the darkness and there is nothing for him to see or hear, and there is no reason
to stay but he does. For the safety at first, then for the company. Then for himself – with a
kind of confident, enabling, serene power that flicks like a razor and then hides. But he
has felt it now, and it may come again. No doubt a lot of other things will come again:
doubt will come, and things may seem unclear from time to time. But once the razor
blade has flicked – he will remember it, and if he remembers it he can recall it. That is to
say, he has it at his disposal.67

This text portrays the feelings of sorrow and hopelessness that Golden Gray feels and the
sentiments of comfort the Narrator expresses towards him. It is important to remember that, in
the beginning of the book, the Narrator is confident and all-knowing about the characters and the
direction of their lives. However, that confidence shifts as the Narrator declares, “I have to alter
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things.”68 Morrison explains that the “Narrator re-thinks their position and they learn something
it did not know in the beginning.”69 This means that the Narrator’s thoughts shift as they learn
new information, alongside the reader.
In Morrison’s novel, the Narrator is the voice that reveals the story and shifts in
knowledge. However, taken out of context, the vocal line becomes the reassuring voice of the
Narrator, while the accompaniment depicts the feelings of the character, Golden Gray. While the
text for the song “Down in the Well” is not taken from the passage verbatim, there is enough
material to demonstrate a direct relation. Even so, Morrison only uses some of the words from
this passage as lyrics; therefore, the performer must develop their own interpretation of the text.
Thus, it helps to read the words in context and experience the motivation behind the words. In
doing so, we understand the sorrow and inner turmoil expressed in the harmonies of the
accompaniment, and the hovering comfort the Narrator extends through the voice leading.
Music, Style, Harmony
The music of “Down in the Well” presents the feelings of both despair and hope (light) as
suggested in the text. Danielpour intricately conveys these feelings by creating a sense of duality.
This is achieved through the slow, ascending and descending octatonic scalar passages found in
the opening three measures of the 11-bar introduction. (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5. 1 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 1-3. Spirits in the Well, music by Richard
Danielpour, text by Toni Morrison. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and
G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

This occurrence of duality portrayed through ascension and dissention, light and dark, is
commonly found in Danielpour’s compositions. In an interview, Danielpour delves deeper into
this concept:
In my music, there is indeed a dark element, or ‘shadow’ energy—I need to be artistically
honest about what is in me. For it is only in the acknowledgment of dark energy that
‘light’ energy, or spontaneity, can be comprehended. All of my compositions
acknowledge opposites, dualities, and seeming contradictions in an attempt to reconcile
them.70
This element of dueling forces is exhibited throughout this cycle and is also a prominent theme
portrayed within Morrison’s text. Danielpour further embraces the juxtaposition of duality
through different motivic cells. The first appears in measure 4, presenting itself in a 4-note
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pattern on the notes EC♯–B♭–B♮ (Figure 5.2). The second motive occurs at measure 11 and is
comprised of a descending linear progression (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5. 2 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 4-5. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.

Figure 5. 3 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 11-12. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.
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Both primary motives are manipulated and repeated throughout, serving to extend the
piece. These manipulations of the motive also serve as an expression. Over the next four
measures, the heaviness of the sorrow progresses through the tension created between the notes
that seem to distort and engulf the motive.
The theme of duality stretches into the long, lyrical vocal lines. For example, Danielpour
sets the text of “Down in the Well” on a descending line, juxtaposed with the text, “where light
does not reach,” which is set on an ascending line. (Figure 5. 4) Danielpour also uses melodic
intervals of sevenths, ninths, and fifths to contribute to the drama. Figure 5.4 further illustrates
this effect as the voice soars to a ninth on the word “light.” It is also present in measure 40, as the
voice spans the interval of a seventh, emphasizing the significance of the word “always.” The
drama is also intensified through the sound of open fifths on the words “feel them” and again at
“who wish you well.”

Figure 5. 4 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 13-14. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.
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Danielpour adds to the emotional element of Morrison’s text through the use of rhythm,
articulated dynamics, and through conventional and unconventional expression markings (dolce,
espressivo, bluesy). For example, at measure 20, the vocal line enters piano on “some brief
benevolence rises.” Danielpour also marks the section of sixteenth notes at “benevolence”
bluesy, a term more fitting for jazz music (figure 5.5). In contrast, Danielpour marks dolce at
measure 38, where the voice exclaims, “once felt, they will come again.” Word stress is
emphasized with both tenuto markings over the words “once,” and “come,” and through the
syncopated rhythm of the line (figure 5.6). Another prominent feature in Danielpour’s works is
the frequent use of syncopated rhythm thorough triplets, sixteenth notes, slurs, and ties to
underscore a speech-like quality.

Figure 5. 5 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 20-23. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1.1 Danielpour, Spirits in the Well, mm.1-3.
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Figure 5. 6 Danielpour, “Down in the Well,” mm. 38-39. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.

“Down in the Well” does not have a specific tonal center; instead, tonality shifts through
Danielpour’s employment of the octatonic and whole-tone scales. The sense of duality is
emphasized again through the use of different scales in ascending and descending motion. This,
alongside the shifting tonality, is representative of the feelings of both Golden Gray (dark) and
the Narrator (light).
As the song ends, the vocal line expresses, “they will always come again.” After the
phrase ends, both motivic cells return one last time in the eight-measure postlude, signifying the
spirits return once more.
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II. At Some Point the World's Beauty is Enough

Musical Characteristics
•

Key: No Specified Key

•

Range: C4-A5

•

Time Signature: 4/4, 3/4, 5/4, and 2/4

•

Tempo: Leggieramente ♩ =108-112, ♩ =116-120

•

Dynamics: mezzo forte, forte, mezzo piano, piano

•

Rhythmic patterns: Polyrhythmic patterns. Also patterns of steady eighth notes.

•

Structure: ABABCBC-Coda

•

Accompaniment: Mostly chordal figurations.

•

Musical Terms: secco (dry); meno (less); espr. (expressive); gliss. (slide); più sonoro (more
sound); cantabile (sing); dolce (sweet); legato (tied); dolce cantando (sweet swinging);
subito poco più mosso (suddenly a little more movement), portamento (slide from one note to
the next); non troppo (not too much); open, clear; warm, caressing sound, with a slight
separation of sound.

•

Length: 2 minutes 45 seconds

Text
At some point the world's beauty is enough.
You don't need to photograph, paint or even remember it.
It is enough.
No record needs to be kept and you don't need
Someone to share it with or tell it to.
You can let go.
The world will always be there.
While you sleep it will be there,
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And when you wake.
So you can sleep now
And there is every reason to wake.
The lyrics for “At Some Point the World's Beauty is Enough” originate from an excerpt in
Morrison’s fourth novel, Tar Baby (1981). Tar Baby is a story of a romance between characters
Jadine and Son. Both characters are from completely different worlds. Son is a poor man who
becomes a squatter in the Caribbean. Jadine is a former fashion model, with a white benefactor.
This excerpt of text reads in true Morrison fashion, metaphoric and mysterious. This leaves
the reader to figure out why the text is there. From reading before and after the passage, it is
unclear if this passage derives from the conversation of the previous character speaking, Ondine,
or if it comes from the preceding character. The passage reads:
At some point in life the world's beauty becomes enough. You don't need to photograph,
paint or even remember it. It is enough. No record of it needs to be kept and you don't need
someone to share it with or tell it to. When that happens -that letting go - you let go because
you can. The world will always be there - while you sleep it will be there - when you wake it
will be there as well. So you can sleep and there is reason to wake. A dead hydrangea is as
intricate and lovely as one in bloom. Bleak sky is as seductive as sunshine, miniature orange
trees without blossom or fruit are not defective; they are that. So the windows of the
greenhouse can be opened and the weather let in. The latch on the door can be left unhooked,
the muslin removed, for the soldier ants are beautiful too and whatever they do will be part of
it.71
In this passage, Morrison paints vivid pictures of nature and speaks about the natural beauty we
miss in the hurriedness of everyday life. The passage may correlate to the character Jadine and
how she chooses to be of the world, caring much for fancy things. Her choices cause her to miss
out on the love and beauty that is right in front of her—like many of us— whose focus is
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Toni Morrison, Tar Baby (New York, NY: Random House, 1981), 242.
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centered on having more, doing more, and being more. Rarely do we stop and look for the beauty
that is already present.
In addition, this passage is also used as a common Morrison quote to describe the beauty
of life. The artist is free to choose their preferred inspiration for their interpretation.
Music, Style, Harmony
“At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough” is the only up-tempo song in the cycle.
Although this movement seems through-composed, due to the repetition of certain sections, it is
easier to interpret the form as demonstrated in Figure 5.7.
The piece begins with an energetic, sharply accented, syncopated rhythmic section, a
Danielpour trait that is revealing of his jazz influence. Again, we can hear the sense of duality
emulated through the mixture of syncopated eight notes with ascending scale-like sixteenths and
through the different alternating sections. This section seems to emulate the chaos and anxiety of
life (Figure 5.8). Danielpour again uses ascending scalar material, syncopation, and
chromaticism (although in the beginning, it only appears in the left hand), illustrating elements of
duality. These common themes of duality are a trait shared by both Morrison, through her lyrics,
and Danielpour, through his harmonic language.

Figure 5. 7 Musical form of “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough.”
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Figure 5. 8 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 1-3. Copyright ©
1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

The rhythmic drive of the A section quickly melts into the B section, a gorgeous, dreamlike passage. This section is written in steady eighth notes that arrive at the first tonal center, Aminor (Figure 5. 9). Danielpour also writes this section without accidentals. In addition, he
writes a pause in the music twice, one at m. 13 and another in m. 34 (denoted as an eighth note
rest). The usage of the rests support Morrison’s text, “the worlds’ beauty is enough.” After the
rest, Danielpour creates an idyllic atmosphere of peace and freedom through the employment of
steady moving eighth notes.
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Figure 5. 9 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 6-13. Copyright ©
1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

To draw out the significance of Morrison’s lyrics and their meaning, Danielpour sets the
text on ascending or descending intervals of sixths and sevenths. As the voice enters on measure
15 with the lyrics “at some point,” the vocal phrase emphasizes the descending interval of a sixth
(Figure 5.10). This also reoccurs again on the words “no record” (mm. 38-9) and on “and there”
(m. 71), but Danielpour adds a glissando and portamento to give further weight to the text.
(Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5. 10 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 15-16. Copyright
© 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

Ascending major sevenths are used to express the words “beauty,” (mm. 17-19)
“enough,” (mm. 26-7), and “always” (mm. 58, 61). Syncopation within the vocal line of this
movement serves also to elongate and slow down time through the mixture of tied triplet,
quarter, eighth, and half notes. Danielpour’s notation also adds a speech-like quality to the vocal
line. The elongated phrases over the forward motion of the steady eighth notes help to elevate the
drama of the text, transporting us to a new reality of release and ease.
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Figure 5. 11 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 38-39, mm. 71.
Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International
Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

The return of the A¹ section (m.21), although now slightly modified (A¹), is provided in
contrast to the previous section. Figure 5.12 shows the long lyrical phrases returning to short,
accentuated staccati, embracing the secco (dry) expression implied behind the words “you don’t
need to photograph, paint or even remember it.”
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Figure 5. 12 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 21-24. Copyright
© 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

The musical material and tonality shift again at the modified return (mm. 55- 78) of the
C¹ section. Danielpour’s expressive harmonic language highlights the sweet voice of reassurance
and compassion; the voice encourages “the world will always be there.” The vocal line is
intertwined with streams of slurred eighth notes in the accompaniment (Figure 5.13).
Danielpour’s musical treatment of the text in the section surrounds both the listener and
performer in a blanket of colorful sound. As illustrated in Figure 5.13, the additional expression
marks of più sonoro; warm, caressing sound; open, clear; and dolce cantando, in the voice and
piano part further support the text. Danielpour’s harmonic language, coupled with his acute
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attention to detail in dynamics and added layers of expression within the vocal line and piano
accompaniment, gives this piece a heightened sense of light.

Figure 5. 13 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 55-58. Copyright
© 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

Following the last line of music, a scalar passage in measures 77-78 leads into a toccatalike, 16-bar postlude (reminiscent of Bach). As seen in Figure 5.14, once again, the reality of
chaos is portrayed through the driving sixteenth notes and Danielpour’s marking subito poco più
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mosso ♩ =116-120 intensify the drama. However, the light reenters at measure 88, through an
ascending scalar passage in the right hand. The drama lasts through the last chord as Danielpour
writes a C-major/minor seventh chord with an added E♭, again, lending to the theme of duality
(Figure 5.15).

Figure 5. 14 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 77-81. Copyright
© 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

Figure 5. 15 Danielpour, “At Some Point the World’s Beauty is Enough,” mm. 86-92. Copyright
© 1998 by Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright
Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

In this song, Danielpour utilizes many different layers of musical, rhythmic, and
harmonic texture to express the duality of what sounds of anxiety and compassion, seamlessly
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weaving the sections together using tonality and variation of time signatures (4/4, 3/4, 5/8, 2/4).
The musical setting supports Morrison’s text in that it reflects the difficulty of living in two
realities: living in the world and being of the world.
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III. I Envy Public Love
Musical Characteristics
•

Key: No specified Key

•

Range: C4-A5

•

Time Signature: 4/4, 2/4, and 3/4

•

Tempo: Con rubato ♩ = 60-63, ♩ = ca. 56

•

Dynamics: forte, mezzo forte, mezzo piano, piano, fortissimo, pianissimo

•

Rhythmic patterns: Thirty-second notes, broken sixteenth notes

•

Structure: Through-composed

•

Accompaniment: Arpeggiations, chords

•

Musical Terms and Expressions: Inwardly, to oneself; full voice; freely, quasi improvisando
(freely, semi improvised); bright; open, passionate; emphatic; into the keys; bluesy, freely
with the feeling of an improvisation; bring out the top voice; poco accel (little faster); molto
espr. (very expressive); subito (suddenly); tenuto (hold); misterioso (mysterious); loco (at
place).

•

Length: 3 minutes 45 seconds

Text
I envy public love.
I myself have known it only in secret
Shared it in secret
And longed, oh longed to show it.
To say out loud what there is no need to say:
“That I have loved only you,
Surrendered my whole self reckless to you
And nobody else.”
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But I can't say that out loud.
I can't tell anyone that I've been waiting for you all my life
And being chosen to wait is the reason I can.
Is the reason I can.
“I Envy Public Love” also comes from a passage out of the novel Jazz. In fact, this passage is the
last page of the novel. In the excerpt, the narrator of the story comments on their desire to have
someone to display or celebrate love with. Longing to triumph in love as characters Joe and
Violet do, even after dealing with the pain of infidelity and murder. The passage reads:
But there is another part, not so secret. The part that touches fingers when one passes the
cup and saucer to the other. The part that closes her neckline snap while waiting for the
trolley; and brushes lint from his blue serge suit when they come out of the movie house
into the sunlight.
I envy them their public love. I myself have only known it in secret, shared it in secret
and longed, aw longed to show it—to be able to say out loud what they have no need to
say at all: That I have loved only you, surrendered my whole self reckless to you and
nobody else. That I want you to love me back and show it to me. That I love the way you
hold me, how close you let me be to you. I like your fingers on and on, lifting, turning. I
have watched your face for a long time now, and missed your eyes when you went away
from me. Talking to you and hearing you answer—that’s the kick.
But I can’t say that aloud; I can’t tell anyone that I have been waiting for this all my life
and that being chosen to wait is the reason I can. If I were able I’d say it. Say make me,
remake me. You are free to do it and I am free to let you because look, look. Look where
your hands are. Now.72
The text is deeply intimate and rich in colorful detail while explaining their profound level of
envy. Morrison provides text that is easy to relate to out of context. For example, many people
have experienced longing or a deep-rooted desire stemming from unrequited love or simply
wanting to be loved.

72

Morrison, Jazz, 229.
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Music, Style, Harmony
Movement number three is very romantic in nature. As mentioned earlier, this is
Danielpour’s favorite movement of the cycle, due to its confession-like nature. An ascending
arpeggiation on an A-major seventh chord in third inversion (G# A C# E) motive holds the piece
together and is repeated seven times throughout the song (Figure 5.16). This motive supports the
deep longing for love portrayed through the text. Underneath, Danielpour places a long-held
octave G# pedal (eventually progressing to Gb, then back to G# by the end) perhaps representing
the constant longing. The transitional material in the song is frequently expressed through
descending linear progressions, usually moving in intervals of tenths. The descending patterns
are representative of the dark feelings associated with envy and serves as a continuation of the
theme of duality (Figure 5. 16).

Figure 5. 16 Danielpour, “I Envy Public Love,” mm.1-3. Copyright © 1998 by Associated Music
Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Used by permission.
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The remainder of the music is developed from the main motive and broken into sections.
In this song, we can hear how Danielpour’s harmonic language implies the use of the octatonic
scale through the frequent use of stepwise motion by alternating half steps and whole steps. As a
result, frequent tritones are heard in many vocal phrases. This intensifies the emotions associated
with the lyrics “only in secret,” (mm. 15) “shared it in secret,” (mm. 17-18) “oh longed,” (mm.
20) “need to say,” (mm. 25-26) “and nobody,” (mm. 36) “but I can’t” (mm. 42-43) “I can’t tell,”
(mm. 44) and “being chosen” (mm. 52). As in the previous songs, Danielpour deepens the effect
of the lyrics by adding unconventional expressive markings inwardly, to oneself, emphatic, and
bluesy, freely with the feeling of an improvisation (Figure 5.17). Danielpour specifically marks
the emotion he wants behind the words, in support of the tone implied in Morrison’s text.

Figure 5. 17 Danielpour, “I Envy Public Love,” mm. 17-18 and mm. 44. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.
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Once again, the melodic line is written in a way to adhere to natural speech patterns through
tempo, dynamic, and rhythmic variations. Danielpour also writes in the accompaniment
expression markings such as misterioso, espressivo, and bright, coupled with specific dynamics,
showing the importance of the role of the piano in adding to the character/scene (Figure 5. 18).

Figure 5. 18 Danielpour, “I Envy Public Love,” mm. 23-27. Copyright © 1998 by Associated
Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights
Reserved. Used by permission.

Danielpour writes long, expansive lyrical lines that favor melodic intervals of sevenths
and ninths. To further aid in text painting, Danielpour writes the vocal line and piano line with
modal ambiguity. Which is another common feature used to signify the duality of light and dark.
Figures 5. 19 and 5. 20, demonstrate the culmination of these combined commonalties used to
color the text “surrendered my whole self reckless to you” (mm. 30) and “and nobody else” (mm.
36-37).
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Figure 5. 19 Danielpour, “I Envy Public Love,” mm. 30-34. Copyright © 1998 by Associated
Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights
Reserved. Used by permission.

Figure 5. 20 Danielpour, “I Envy Public Love,” mm. 36-37. Copyright © 1998 by Associated
Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights
Reserved. Used by permission.

Danielpour tends to score detailed emotional markings within the voice and
accompaniment. These directions demonstrate Danielpour’s keen sense of creating independent
lines that can blend. Danielpour paints vivid emotional ideals through his musical sensitivity and
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astute attention to details in motive, tempo, time signature, musical markings, rhythmic
variations, and dissonance serve Morrison’s connoted expressions of longing, suffering, and
love.
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IV. There are No New Songs

Musical Characteristics
•

Key: No specified key

•

Range: C♯4-F5

•

Time Signature: 4/4, 3/4, 5/5, and 3/2

•

Tempo Markings: Moderato ♩ = ca. 69

•

Dynamics: piano, pianissimo, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte

•

Rhythmic patterns: Continuous octave pulse-quarter notes

•

Structure: Through-composed

•

Accompaniment: Mostly chordal

•

Musical Terms and Expressions: poco rit. (little slower); a tempo (original tempo); espr. Ed
molto legato (expressive and much legato); come prima (from the first); la sopra voce,
cantible (the above singing voice); dolce (sweet); subito (suddenly); as needed; clear.

•

Duration: 4 minutes and 33 seconds

Text
There are no new songs
And I have sung all the songs there are.
Gold is bitter
Alabaster chill
Only loam* is dark and sweet
There are no new songs
No new songs
And I have sung all the songs there are.
*Loam- a type of soil
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“There are No New Songs” is the final song of the cycle and perhaps the darkest. The lyrics are
extracted from a passage in Morrison’s second novel, Sula (1971), A story about the friendship
of two black women, Sula and Nell. Through their friendship, we learn of betrayal and,
ultimately, a friendship that extends beyond death. In an interview, Morrison goes into detail
about the why and importance of this friendship, explaining:
I thought that it [the friendship between two women] was quite a little revolutionary topic
that time in 1972-73. Not that there haven’t been stories about women before, but when
women were friends, close friends, in most classical literature in Europe and England, the
point of the friendship was about men, how to get married, advice on marriage, the
housekeeping, etc. It was never about the friendship itself. The friendship we knew was
just a means to another end which was the husband or the lover or what have you. So, I
was interested in women whose friendship was about that, not about their other lives but
about that relationship. I choose two people that were very close but very much unlike
each other…to see if I could examine how that friendship was made and what would be
the collapse of it. And obviously it would be betrayal with a man and whether it could
ever survive that, whether it was valuable enough to survive that sexual betrayal…that
form of betrayal is so profound, so I wanted to test the friendship.73
From this description, we can see why Morrison penned the characters Sula, a whimsical, freespirited woman who “depends on her own instincts,” and Nell, “who is the salt of the earth, and
takes on the responsibility of her children and whatever.”74 If you read the book, you come to
understand how Sula’s carefree way of life blurs her lines of reasoning. Nell walks in on Sula
sleeping with her husband, and this eventually leads to the end of the friendship, or so it seems.
Yet, as Sula lies on her death bed, Nell returns to take care of her. Quickly the two begin
quarreling about their opposing views on ideologies of life. Here, Sula tells Nell, “I know what
every colored woman in this country is doing…Dying. Just like me. But the difference is they
dying like a stump. Me, I’m going down like one of those redwoods. I sure did live in this

73
74

“In Depth: Toni Morrison.”
A Day with Toni Morrison (1978) Interview + Reading.
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world.”75 Nell is taken aback by Sula’s confidence and proud manner about how she lived and
asks her, “What do you got to show for it?” to which Sula replies, “Show? To who? Girl, I got
my mind. And what goes on in it. Which is to say, I got me.”76 The text reveals how Sula
remains proud and unregretful of the way she chooses to live in the world, even on her death bed.
Unable to comprehend how Sula could not regret sleeping with Nell’s husband and destroying
her life, she leaves Sula for the last time. Only in Sula’s death do both women realize the true
importance of their friendship.
The text for this last movement comes from a scene in the book where Sula wakes from a
dream. (A dream that occurs shortly before Nell comes back to take care of her.) Upon
awakening, her head is filled with the lyrics to “There are no new songs.”
When she awoke, there was a melody in her head she could not identify or recall ever
hearing before. “Perhaps I made it up,” she thought. Then it came to her — the name of
the song and all its lyrics just as she had heard it many times before. She sat on the edge
of the bed thinking, “There aren’t any more new songs and I have sung all the ones there
are. I have sung them all. I have sung all the songs there are.” She lay down again on the
bed and sang a little wandering tune made up of the words I have sung all the songs all
the songs I have sung all the songs there are until, touched by her own lullaby, she grew
drowsy, and in the hollow of near-sleep she tasted the acridness of gold, left the chill of
alabaster and smelled the dark, sweet stench of loam.”77
The words from her dream are a premonition of her impending death, which occurs soon after
her last conversation (argument) with Nell. While examining part of their last conversation, we
can begin to piece together the intricate character infused into this movement.

75

Toni Morrison, Sula (New York, NY: New American Library, 1987), 143.
Morrison, 143.
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Morrison, 137.
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Music, Style, Harmony
“There are no New Songs” is associated with the transition of life to death. As a result,
the piece has an eerie atmosphere. Danielpour paints the scene well, using chromaticism and
dissonant harmonies throughout the sixteen-bar piano interlude. This can be interpreted as
Morrison’s character waking up from her dream. The interlude arrives at an A♭ octave,
reminiscent of death’s toll (mm. 10). The repeated toll is heard throughout much of the piece,
although varying slightly until the end of the vocal line (Figure 5. 21).

Figure 5. 21 Danielpour, “There Are No New Songs,” mm. 10-14. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

To illustrate the presence of death, Danielpour adds a 4-note descending motive (G♭–F–
E♭–D) underneath the tolling bell. I will refer to this as the “death” motive. This syncopated
motive is built upon two half-steps and one whole-step and repeats four times before shifting to
G–F♯–E–D♯. After, the motive is repeated two more times before Danielpour ends it on F–E–
D♯–C (Figure 5. 22).
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Figure 5. 22 Danielpour, “There are No New Songs,” “death” motive. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

Considering that the vocal and piano line present separate tonalities, the singer may have
difficulty finding pitches. However, the voice is sometimes doubled or shadowed by the
accompaniment (Figure 5. 23). Again, Danielpour serves the text through intervallic
relationships, expression markings, syncopation, and dynamics.

Figure 5. 23 Danielpour, “There Are No New Songs,” mm. 16-19. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.
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In measure 44, Danielpour slows the tolling bell down through elongation of rhythm
(Figure 5. 24). This sounds of the final heart beats. Also, the use of a diminished chord in the left
hand and a musical rest, add to the sense of finality.

Figure 5. 24 Danielpour, “There Are No New Songs,” mm. 42-47. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

The music continues on with the longest postlude of the cycle, lasting 20-bars. Some of the
opening material is used but slightly altered. Danielpour uses specific expression markings
espressivo, dolce, cantabile, perhaps to portray the final ascension/surrendering of the soul
(Figure 5. 25).
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Figure 5. 25 Danielpour, “There Are No New Songs,” mm. 48-52. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.

The piece ends with each hand of the piano in a different tonality, almost to illustrate the
transition from life to death. In measure 54, Danielpour marks la sopra voce, cantabile
(translated as the above voice singing), which is symbolic of the heavenly chorus welcoming the
spirit into heaven (Figure 5. 26). This poignant portrayal of death brings us to the end of the
cycle.

Figure 5. 26 Danielpour, “There Are No New Songs,” mm. 53-54. Copyright © 1998 by
Associated Music Publishers, Inc. and G. Schirmer, Inc. International Copyright Secured. All
Rights Reserved. Used by permission.
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CHAPTER 6: FINAL THOUGHTS AND CONCLUSION

Final Thoughts
As discussed at the beginning of this document, Spirits in the Well remains virtually
unknown. While pursuing this project, a few thoughts came to mind: maybe the majority of the
late twentieth and early twenty-first-century American art songs (contemporary music) remain
unknown simply because there are no recordings available and the process of picking up a piece
of music that you have never heard before can be intimidating. Often, the first thing a singer does
when faced with the task of performing a piece of music is to listen to it. However, where do you
begin if there is no recording present? Furthermore, how do you know if you will enjoy
performing a piece of music before listening to it? What if you don’t even like it when you
finally do hear the piece; is it still worth performing? These questions are honest and felt by
many singers who perform (or have an interest in) contemporary music. Contributing to these
issues are the numerous American art songs lacking in central tonality, combined with complex
rhythmic, harmonic, vocal, and textual styles. Such observations serve as reasons performers
may shy away from contemporary art songs. As a result, the vocal and dramatic benefits gained
through enduring such musical complexities go unnoticed.
All things considered, my understanding of Spirits in the Well began with the lyrics since
no sound recording was available. I assumed that because the lyrics were thought-provoking and
profound that the music would also reflect that. However, when I finally listened to the music, I
was taken aback by the complex musical harmonies and rhythms, the difficult setting of the
vocal line, the long interludes and postludes, and the anticlimactic ending—soprano song cycles
typically end on a high note. The music was as mysterious as the lyrics Morrison wrote, and the
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task of performing such a difficult work felt daunting. Fortunately, while researching the texts of
the cycle, some powerful words by Morrison, in which she vividly describes the language of her
writing style, surfaced:
The language has to be quiet; it has to engage your participation. I never describe
characters very much. My writing expects, demands participatory reading, and I think
[that] is what literature is supposed to do. It's not just about telling the story; it's about
involving the reader. The reader supplies the emotions. The reader supplies even some of
the color, some of the sound. My language has to have holes and spaces and the reader
can come into it. He or she can feel something visceral, see something striking. Then we
[you, the reader, and I, the author] come together to make this book, to feel this
experience.”78
Morrison’s words reveal how one must approach, not only this song cycle, but other music as
well. Meaning that, one should engage deeply with the music, understand the character, and find
the emotions necessary to color the sounds of the language, whether it be through rhythms,
dynamics, or stylistic choices. Most importantly, one should feel something for the music and
find out what makes it interesting, crazy, ugly, or beautiful. Then, it becomes an experience for
yourself and the listener. Toni Morrison’s words show that she and Danielpour left room for
singers to bring their unique insights and experience to the music. We, as performers, can apply
this idea to all the music we perform. In approaching music as a blank canvas, we have the
license to dig into the lyrics, melodic lines, phrases, harmonies, rhythms, rests, etc. In doing so,
one will bring the music to life, creating an authentic and thought-provoking performance, and
enhance their artistic imagination and musicianship. After all, our job as artists is to find the love
in the music so we can fill the holes and rests with action.

78

Toni Morrison, Conversations with Toni Morrison (Univ. Press of Mississippi, 1994), 164.
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Music is alive as long as we discover ways to breathe life into it. Based on my journey
with this song cycle, I would suggest that, rather than listening to a piece of music, first look at
the words, then see if they resonate with you. It is easier to perform a song when the lyrics speak
to you instead of picking up a piece of music with lyrics you do not understand or like. Next,
look through the score, and examine the tessitura, harmonies, and rhythms. Play through the
vocal line. How does it make you feel? What do you notice about the vocal line? Then, play the
accompaniment or find someone to play it for you. Again, take notice of your thoughts and
feelings. Finally, listen to the piece in its entirety to see how you like the music. Listen along
with the score and note the things that you like, don’t understand, seem difficult, or excite you.
Also, write down where you feel the music matches the text and where you think it might not.
It is important to provide students with additional tools needed to help them understand
how to better approach contemporary art songs. This document provides relevant background
material and information on Spirits in the Well, so other performers who are intrigued by this
cycle have a starting point and access to information that will help them better perform this
work. It is my hope that a performer can also use this guide as a way to approach all music.
Approaching the music as an artist with a blank canvas, a brush (the music), and a palette of
colors (the lyrics). Through Morrison’s words and Danielpour’s music, I have learned to use my
voice to create something unapologetically authentic to my experience.
Conclusion
A study of Richard Danielpour’s cycle Spirits in the Well will deepen one’s appreciation
for his works and Toni Morrison’s. His musical language encompasses his personal styles and
techniques in perfect blend with Morrison’s lyrics. The contrasting theme of dark and light
threads the cycle together through the lyrics, as they independently project a natural depth,
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rhythm, and expression. Danielpour’s musical setting serves only to enhance Morrison’s text. By
reading passages from her novels and learning about suggested characters, I understood how to
blend my individual experiences with theirs. In addition, Danielpour’s musical nuances helped
me guide the character’s thoughts, moods, and emotions, which differ within each movement.
Performances of this cycle will mature and deepen as my own experiences change over the years,
as I believe that the key to interpreting and understanding this music is impacted by one’s life
experiences along with the version of Morrison’s character we decide to carry along.
A clear comprehension of Danielpour’s musical markings and expressions in the vocal
line and accompaniment will significantly affect one’s performance. The vocal range is not
extensive, although it sits mainly in the mid-to-low part of the soprano voice, which is a
challenging part of the voice to sustain for many younger sopranos. In addition, the stamina
required to sing the long phrases and vocal leaps, accompanied by the chromaticism and
rhythmic complexity, makes it a demanding feat. Therefore, the songs require a technically
mature singer and zealous musical preparation. Given that these songs were composed for
soprano Jessye Norman, we can assume that this cycle requires a performer with considerable
experience and great vocal conviction. So, before embarking on a journey with this cycle, the
singer must be equipped to meet this work’s emotional and technical demands.
Both Richard Danielpour and Toni Morrison shared the same philosophy of allowing
space for those with no voice to be heard and encouraging others to be a conduit, a guiding light,
by sharing in experiences, asking questions, and finding one’s authentic voice within the world.
Spirits in the Well is the byproduct of their shared philosophy and continued dedication to
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creating profound works that continue speaking even after the last note is heard and the final
page is turned.
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APPENDIX A: DISCOGRAPHY OF DANIELPOUR’S WORKS FOR VOICE

Richard Danielpour’s Works for Voice
A Standing Witness (2021) For Mezzo-Soprano and Orchestra
Three Parables (2019) For SSAA Choir and Harp
Ricordanza (2018) For Baritone Solo and String Orchestra
The Passion of Yeshua (2017) For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Baritone, S.A.T.B. Choir &
Orchestra
Talking to Aphrodite (2016) For Soprano, Solo Horn, and Chamber Orchestra
Of Love and Longing (2015) For Mezzo-Soprano and Guitar
Beloved Night (2015) For Soprano, Harp, Viola & Cello
String Quartet #7 “Psalms of Solace” (2014) For Soprano & String Quartet
Five Songs of Remembrance (2013) For Baritone and Piano
War Songs (2013) For Solo Baritone and Orchestra
Toward a Season of Peace (2012) For Solo Soprano, Chorus, and Orchestra
Homeward (2012) For Soprano and Piano
Darkness in the Ancient Valley (Symphony in Five Movements) (2011) For Solo Soprano and
Orchestra
A Woman's Life (2008) For Soprano Solo and Orchestra
Three Prayers (2007) For Soprano & Orchestra
Pastime (2006) Song-cycle for Baritone & Orchestra
Triptych (2006) For Soprano & Orchestra
Songs of Solitude (2004) Song-cycle for Baritone & Orchestra
An American Requiem (2001) For Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Baritone soli, S.A.T.B. Choir &
Orchestra (1 hour)
Elegies (1997) Song-cycle for Mezzo-Soprano, Baritone & Orchestra
Spirits in the Well (1998) Song-cycle for Soprano & Piano
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Sweet Talk (1997) Song-cycle for Mezzo-Soprano, Violincello, Contrabass & Piano
I am not prey (1996) For Soprano & Piano duet
Canticle of Peace (1995) For Baritone Solo, S.A.T.B Choir & Chamber Orchestra
Sonnets to Orpheus, Book 2 (1994) For Baritone Solo, Flute, Clarinet, Horn, Piano, Percussion &
String Quintet
String Quartet #3- Psalms of Sorrow (1994) For Baritone Solo & String Quartet
Songs of Night (1993) For Tenor Solo & Piano Trio
Sonnets to Orpheus, Book 1(1992) For Soprano Solo, Flute, Clarinet, Horn, Piano, Percussion &
String Quintet
Symphony No. 3, "Journey Without Distance" (1990) For Solo Soprano, S.A.T.B. Choir &
Orchestra
Symphony No. 2, "Visions" (1986) For Soprano, Tenor and Orchestra
Oratio Pauli (1982) For S.A.T.B. Choir and String Orchestra
Opera
Margaret Garner (2005)
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APPENDIX B: TONI MORRISON’S TEXTS IN CLASSICAL WORKS
Song Cycle/Song(s)/Opera
Honey and Rue
1. First I'll Try Love
2. Whose House Is This?
3. The Town Is Lit
4. Do You Know Him?
5. I Am Not Seaworthy
6. Take My Mother Home
Soprano/chamber orchestra/rhythm
section 27 minutes
Four Songs
1. Mercy
2. Stones
3. Shelter
4. The Lacemaker
(20minutes)
cello/piano/soprano
Sweet Talk
1. I am not Prey
2. Faith
3. Perfect Ease
4. Bliss
Mezzosoprano/violincello/contrabass/piano
22 minutes
Spirits in the Well
1. Down in the well
2. At some point the World’s
Beauty is enough
3. I Envy Public Love
4. There are no New Songs
soprano/piano 17 minutes
women.life.song
1c. Edge
2. Eve Remembering

Composer/librettist

Year

Premiered

André Previn

1991

January 5, 1992
Carnegie Hall, New York
Soprano, Kathleen Battle
André Previn, Conductor
Orchestra of St. Luke’s

Andre Previn

1994

Richard Danielpour

1997

Richard Danielpour

1998

Judith Weir

2000

Richard Danielpour
Toni Morrison, librettist

2005

soprano/orchestra 45 min
Margaret Garner
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November 27, 1994
Alice Tully Hall, New York
Soprano, Sylvia McNair
Carter Brey, Cello
Martin Katz, Piano
April 20, 1997
Carnegie Hall, New York
Jessye Norman, Soprano
Mark Markham, piano
Peter Wiley, violincello
Edgar Meyer, contrabass

Commission

Carnegie Hall

N/A

Princeton
University

May 10, 1998
Avery Fisher Hall, New York
Jessye Norman, soprano
Ken Noda, piano

Lincoln Center for
the Performing Arts,
Inc., with support
from the A.B. and
Flavia McEachern
Foundation

March 22, 2000
Carnegie Hall, New York
Jessye Norman, soprano
David Robertson, Conductor
Orchestra of St. Luke’s

Carnegie Hall

May 7, 2005
Detroit Opera House, MI

Co-commissioned
by Michigan Opera
Theatre, Cincinnati
Opera, and Opera
Philadelphia

APPENDIX C: PROGRAM FROM SPIRITS IN THE WELL PREMIERE
Provided by Oberon with Personal Commentary
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APPENDIX D: LETTER OF PERMISSION
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